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LIVE LIKE A  Local

Alyson Brown
Assistant Editor

We’ve seen a lot of change out here in Montauk, but 
there are certain traditions that will die hard, 
if at all.  The Blessing of the Fleet, Star Island 

Shark Tournament, and Fourth of July Fireworks are some 
of my family’s summer institutions.  With the former two 
behind us, we have the 4th of July to look forward to!

Each year the Chamber of Commerce and Grucci put on 
a phenomenal fireworks show over Umbrella beach.  It’s 
the one night of the summer that the stars are out-shined 
by manmade light. While over the years we’ve watched the 
beaches shrink and the crowds grow, we still manage to find 
a spot in the sand to watch the show.

The following day usually calls for refuge from the traffc  
and lines that plague the town, so we take the sea. With Block 
Island only an hour-long boat ride away; we take the trip to 
Rhode Island on my dad’s 2000 Wesmac. It’s his other baby. 
It was custom built in Mystic Ship Yard 15 years ago, and he 
shows it as much love as he does his 3 daughters. 

The trip to Block Island is not complete with out a visit 
to The Ice Cream Place. Their pistachio ice cream shows my 
bikini body no mercy. It comes second only to my all time 
favorite scoop: mint chocolate chip at John’s Drive In, which 
you can read about in this issue’s “Sweet Spots” feature.

This issue also gives the skinny on some of my other 
favorites like Montauk Brewing Co. (go for a growler or a 
tasting flight), Grill Hampton (where I fulfilled a foodie 
dream of meeting Geofffrey Zakarian), and the east end 
art scene (for which I do not currently have the means to 
participate in).

There’s a lot going on out here for the long holiday 
weekend, so we hope this issue helps you navigate through 
the Hamptons while the Hampton Jitney navigates you out 
of the sweaty city.

             
    Cheers,

    Alyson



The offcial s tart o f t he s ummer v acation  
season is Memorial Day, but things don’t 
fully  heat up  in the Hamptons until the 

Fourth of July. Besides the obligatory fireworks and 
backyard barbeques, East End Independence Days 
are uniquely quaint. While there are certainly some 
large-scale fetes and a heavy celebrity presence, 
the holiday also features the ultimate in small-
town charm: a Main Street parade in Southampton 
Village, a Sunday lobster boil, and all the classic 
Americana of Sag Harbor’s flag-lined streets or the 
mom-and-pop ice-cream shops omnipresent in each 
of the Hamptons villages. This issue takes you into 
the nooks and crannies of the historic Hamptons, 
while also highlighting the best in modern summer 
fun. Though this start to summer might be 
unoffcial, it goes off with a bang.  

Whether you’re celebrating with the kids, or 
partying with your share house-mates, our Fourth 
of July Celebration feature will guide you on the best 

parties from dawn til’ dusk, til’ dawn again. Kick off 
the holiday weekend with live music in Montauk, and 
end your festivities with an old-fashioned Sunday 
lobster boil. In celebration of America’s favorite 
dessert, we’ve served up the scoop on the coolest ice 
cream shops the East End offers. For more mature 
indulgences, our profile of Montauk Brewing Co. 
will have you headed straight from the beach to the 
brew house, and our frozen cocktail list lets you in on 
the hottest spots for the coolest beverages. 

Think you’re the reigning champion of the 
backyard barbeque? Head to GrillHampton to judge 
how your skills fare against professional chefs from 
NYC and the Hamptons as they compete in a glorious 
grill-off. The smorgasbord of tasting opportunities 
makes this event a summer must. We’ve profiled 
Chef David Hersh, the 2013-2014 GrillHampton 
Winner, for some insight into the competition, but 
we highly recommend you taste for yourself!

With thirst quenched and hunger satiated from 
hearty Hamptons fare, you’ll be ready to hit the 
streets for a survey of the region’s culture and style. 
Sag Harbor’s Bay Street Theater is a hidden cultural 
gem, with terrific theatrical offerings throughout the 
season. For visual media, the ArtHamptons event 
brings together the best of the East End’s art crowd, 
from renowned creative artists to celebrity patrons 
of the arts. Besides spotting many of the Page 6 
regulars, this event features stunning photography, 
sculpture, and other visual media displays curated 
from local artists. In this issue, we’ve profiled 
Jeremy Penn, a New York City-based artist with a 
world-renowned modern painting repertoire, and 
Hidden Hamptons puts the spotlight on the Parrish 
Art Museum, a local architectural and artistic jewel.

There’s more to fashion this month than stars and 
stripes, but our Style Americana feature showcases 
local shops with an iconic All-American aesthetic. 

Plus, we’ve partnered with Rue La La’s editor to 
bring you their Fourth-of-July Weekend picks, and 
we’ve got you covered with a selection of our favorite 
men’s hats and women’s bathing suit cover ups of 
the season. 

Finally, we continue our tour of the Hamptons 
with an in-depth exploration of Southampton Village 
— including information on where to eat, drink, and 
what to do. Settled in 1640, Southampton is the 
oldest English settlement in the state of New York, 
and it’s preserved much of its American heritage 
while simultaneously developing into one of the 
Hamptons’ hippest zip codes. 

From the charm of the Hamptons’ Collegiate 
Summer Baseball League to the oft-heard sound of 
ice-cream trucks, summers on the East End have a 
distinctly All-American feel. Here’s to the unoffcial  
start of summer, and another fabulous Fourth of July 
in the Hamptons! 

things don’t 
fully heat up in 
the Hamptons 

until the 
Fourth of July

HAMPTONS MONTHLY
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The Parrish Art Museum

Surf Lodge

Oliver Peoiples

Written by Alexandra Hanken



Independence Day in the Hamptons is a 
uniquely American experience: the summer 
sun is a crucial ingredient, and when it’s 

added to this stunning coastal setting, the 
result is a nostalgic celebration that evokes 
childhood memories of splashing recklessly on 
the beach all day, indulging in a towering ice 
cream cone, and falling asleep awed by the 
booming fireworks. With the holiday falling 
on a Saturday this year, the festivities will 
be even bigger than usual.  Factor in that it’s 
also Southampton’s 375th Anniversary (which 
they’ll honor during their 
always-amazing annual July 
Fourth Parade), and you’re 
looking at a full weekend 
of red, white, and blue 
enthusiasm and excitement.  
Whether you’re hoping to 
soak up the sun, party 
through the night, or kick 
back with a leisurely brunch 
feast, there’s something for you on the 
East End.  And – of course! – there will 
be an abundance of colorful fireworks over 
the ocean.

Skip the Saturday morning crowds 
and make the trek east on Friday night.  
Once you arrive, though, there’s no 
reason not to celebrate the end of the 
work week with a little live music.  Our 
top picks are Stephen Talkhouse (161 
Main St. in Amagansett 631.267.3117), 
where local favorite The Nancy Atlas 
Project will open for Hot Lava, the self-
proclaimed “best cover band on earth,” 
or The Surf Lodge (183 Edgemere 
St. in Montauk 631.483.5039), where 
California-inflected rockers The 
Growlers take the stage at 7 p.m.  
Bonus: the Lodge also boasts a 
terrific on-site restaurant for dinner 
before (or drinks after) the show.

 Come Saturday morning, don 
your star-spangled beach-going 
best and head into town for the 

annual Southampton Village July Fourth 
Parade (Second St. Pike from Jaymor Rd. 
to Klinger Middle School in Southampton).  
General admission is just $3 per person, and 
includes a full day’s worth of activities.  The 
parade itself, in celebration of the town’s 375th 
anniversary, will take place from 9:30 a.m. until 
11:30 a.m., with a ceremony afterwards to honor 
the “Citizen of the Year” and hand out prizes to 
top marchers.  Spend the afternoon exploring 
the town or lounging on the beach, then return 
at 6 p.m. for country fair fun, including rides, 

two outdoor concerts, children’s 
games, food, and some seriously 
competitive BINGO.  The 
festivities will come to an end 
at 9:35 p.m. with a spectacular 
fireworks display.

If you prefer to spread your 
day over several towns, consider 
pairing the parade with the 
dazzling Stars Over Montauk 

fireworks (Umbrella Beach in Montauk).  Visible 
from any town beach, this display also has 
the benefit of a rain date (July 5), in case the 
weather doesn’t cooperate.  Locals know to beat 
the crowds by spending the day on the beach 
and staking out a prime spot, so take a page 
from their playbook and plan to arrive early for 
late-afternoon lounging, sweeping sunset views 
across the ocean, and the area’s most famous 
Fourth of July fireworks.

However you choose to spend your 
Independence Day, you’ll want to stop for 
brunch before heading home on Sunday. 
Get an authentic taste of the Hamptons at 
Ruschmeyer’s Sunday Boil (161 Second House 
Rd. in Montauk 631.668.2877), a prix fixe feast 
of local seafood, sweet summer corn, potatoes, 
and buckets of beer, all served family-style on 
communal picnic tables in their airy canopied 
dining room.  Pro Tip: If you’re sticking around 
and making a week of it, be sure to come back 
on Tuesday, when top NYC chefs collaborate 
with the in-house culinary team to create their 
own versions of the summer’s best burger.

RED, WHITE & YOU

AMERICA'S BIRTHDAY IN NEW YORK'S PLAYGROUND

Written By Leah Blewett

soak up the sun, 
party through the 
night, or kick back 

with a leisurely 
brunch feast
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Good to meet and speak with you Vaughan—are 
you a Montauk native?

Yes, I’m proud to have been born and raised in 
Montauk.  It is truly an awesome place to grow up.  
You’re basically thrown to the beach and the ocean at 
a very young age and it definitely shaped the way I 
view the world, live my life, and ultimately run my 
business.

Do you live in Montauk, or the East End year-
round?

I live in Montauk, about a mile from the brewery.  I can 
ride my beach cruiser to work, it’s pretty convenient!  
My business partners, Joe and Eric both live in East 
Hampton.  We were all ocean lifeguards in Montauk 

for East Hampton Town for about a decade together.  
That was the best job ever, besides owning a brewery.

Could you elaborate on what inspired you and 
your partners to launch Montauk Brewing Co.?

We started home brewing in my basement in 
Montauk in 2008 and invited friends over for summer 
barbeques and craft beer was always on tap.  The 
response was phenomenal and we knew we were 
on to something incredible.  We put a sticker on our 
kegerator in 2009, “Montauk Brewing Company” to 
always remind us of our goal to start New York State’s 
easternmost brewery.  I’ve always had an affnity for  
entrepreneurship, and the three of us shared this 
spirit of risk, reward, and pure creation.  

Written by Ian Shapiro

Is there something special about the identity of 
Montauk that you try to tie into your products?

Montauk breeds a rugged, outdoor-centric, adventurous 
person, and we try to carry that spirit in our brand 
identity.  Our canned beers are perfect for the beach, 
a day on the boat, or enjoyed while fishing.  The clean, 
nautical design really grabs your attention and furthers 
the Montauk vibe.  You’ll see our yellow cans, green 
cans, and blue cans all over this summer!

Tell us about the Montauk Brewing Co. basics. Is 
there a taste or style (or both) that is definitive?

From a beer standpoint, the taste and recipe creation is 
all about simplicity and making beer that we are proud 
to share with everyone.  Chefs love to pair their meals 

with Montauk beers because the flavors play off each other 
in a great and unique way.  We don’t want to overshadow 
the flavors that the chef wants to create through his or her 
work, and our beers seem to enhance those flavors, rather 
than cover them up. Style is key for any brand and the way 
you tell your story really sets you apart from other beer 
companies.  We want our laid back, surf lifestyle to shine 
through, but we always want to push ourselves to be better 
each and every day both personally and professionally.  Our 
beer cans have a simple, yet resounding line, “Come As You 
Are.”  You see it before you take your first sip, and it is a way 
of inviting people into our brand.  The Montauk Brewing 
Company family is growing each and every day, no matter 
who you are or where you are from, you can always grab a 
Montauk and feel welcomed.

If you were looking to hook someone unfamiliar with 
the Montauk Brewing Co. beer catalogue, what one 
brew in particular would you use as the ultimate 
grabber?

That’s such a tough question!  I think people can find 
something they enjoy in all our beers.  Our 
Driftwood Ale is a very balanced, English 
Style Pale Ale and serves as a great 
introduction to the craft beer world.  Our 
Session IPA is great for the hop lovers out 
there, for people who enjoy a refreshing 
floral, citrus aroma before tasting.  For 
people who want to experience a vacation 
to Montauk in a can of beer, grab the 
MontaukSummer Ale!  This is an easy 
drinking beer with the identifiable blue 

stripes, it’s a go to beer for the hot summer months.

 Any big developments in the works before 2016 arrives?

Our growth and the support for the Montauk Brewing 
Company brand is overwhelming and we just want to keep on 
this upward trend.  Sharing our beers with as many people 
as possible is the goal, so we are constantly researching new 
markets and tweaking recipes for new beer releases.  We 
have a lot to do, and with the continued support from our 
fans, we are confident that we have a bright future.

Finally, as someone who is a part of the Montauk 
scene—a very happening scene—share your advice: 
how does one properly drink a Montauk Brewing Co. 
beer while in Montauk? Describe the perfect scenario.

Montauk is great because it has such a variety of activities 
and places to enjoy Montauk Brewing Co.  I’d say the perfect 
summer day is spent at the beach, drink some cans of 
Montauk and go for a body surf.  Head over to the brewery 
taproom around 4 of 5PM and taste some local beers in the 
company of friends before going to dinner at one of the many 
great restaurants in Montauk…who also happen to serve 
Montauk Brewing Company!

Montauk breeds a 
rugged, outdoor-

centric, adventurous 
person, and we try to 
carry that spirit in 
our brand identity

‘TAUKING SUDS
Vaughan Cutillo is a founder, CMO and brewer of the Montauk Brewing Co. He—along 
with co-founders Joe Sullivan and Eric Moss—are whipping up some sudsy stuff out at 
“The End”—which is also where their story happens to begin.

with
VAUGHAN
CUTILLO 

Photo by Diecutstickers.com

HAMPTONS SPOTLIGHT 
Interview



S
ummer in the Hamptons can be intense, 
but frozen cocktails can help take some 
of the edge off of even the most intense 

sun and humidity. The sun tends to bake open 
spaces on the East End—and much of Montauk 
is basically beach—which means lots of days 
featuring super-blue skies and blazing heat. 
However, Rick’s Crabby Cowboy Cafe is an 
area veteran—going two decades strong over on 
East Lake Drive—and the restaurant and bar is 
always prepared to battle the heat with a bevy 
of icy beverages ready to roll. Part of a marina 
located on Lake Montauk, nature always figures 
into the fun to be had at Rick’s, whether it’s the 
daytime swelter or the nighttime chill that can 
roll in off the water—but no worries about the 
latter, as guests can cozy up to a fire pit when out 
in the sandy lakeside courtyard. As for tackling 
both heat and thirst, patrons can order from the 
full bar, which is always handy with margaritas, 
daiquiris and piña coladas. (435 E Lake Dr)

Another spot that pours icy concoctions is 
Cyril's Fish House in Amagansett. A bustling 
oasis along the Napeague Stretch (Montauk 
Highway between Amagansett and Montauk). 
It’s not much more than a simple shack, yet it 
draws an overflowing crowd of people, hundreds 
can be drawn here at one time. Look for it to be 
booming during any sunny summer weekend, 
and pouring Bailey's Banana Coladas (most 
call the drinks “BBCs”), a specialty piña colada 
mixed with Baileys Irish Cream, banana liqueur 

and rum. An important detail: bring cash, as 
that’s the only accepted form of payment. (2167 
Montauk Hwy)

Traveling farther west into East Hampton, 
be sure and stop at 33A Main for the bustling, 
back-alley fun to be found at The Blue Parrot. 
Don’t be confused, as 33 Main Street is part of 
the retail row visible from the main road; you 
need to access the parking lot behind those shops 
to find 33A. You’ll know you’ve found the Parrot 
once you spot packs of people chatting outside its 
doors and on its shaded patio. Once inside, the 
room is a casual, beach house-themed space that 
is also often loaded with guests—many tackling 
the frozen margaritas the spot serves, which can 
be adjusted for taste by adding purees of such 
fruit as blood orange, white peach, strawberry 
or mango. For a signature frozen beverage, try 
the “Greeteria,” a margarita combined with red 
sangria. (33A Main St)

Up in Sag Harbor, a spot that always gets good 
reviews for its gelid potables is La Superica, 
located right across from Long Wharf at the tip 
of the main drag (2 Main St). A curving, slender 
space, the focus is a menu of Mexican food, but it 
also serves as a linchpin of the town bar scene—
so prepare to find its guests slugging down frozen 
margaritas and mudslides on the regular. For a 
variation on the typical “frozen drink,” consider 
trying an “R Rated” milkshake down the block at 
LT Burger. Fancy hamburgers are for what the 
eatery is best known, but it serves three adult ice 

cream mixes: the “Sag O’Chocolate” (chocolate 
ice cream, amaretto, chocolate liqueur, an Oreo 
cookie), the “Mint Madness” (mint ice cream, 
mint liqueur, a peppermint patty candy) and 
the “Barking Bourbon” (maple pecan ice cream, 
bourbon). (62 Main St)

It doesn’t get the acclaim that area trendy 
restaurants receive, but locals and those in the 
know always keep The Driver’s Seat in mind 
when in Southampton. In business for over 
five decades, it’s a casual restaurant serving 
American food, and the lounge and patio in the 
rear get plenty busy during the summer—and 
when the Back Bar gets going, the blender tends 
to see a lot of action as mixed frozen drinks 
are a popular part of the pour. Icy margaritas, 
mudslides, coladas and daiquiris are all 
available, as are rum runners (a mix of liqueurs, 
fruit juices and rums). (62 Jobs Ln)

FROZEN cocktails
Cool off with delectable drinks
from these Hamptons havens

Written by Ian Shapiro
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Some of NYC’s top chefs 
return to the Hamptons for 
another “searing” competition

Now in its third year, the GrillHampton cook-
off is primed to pit top city cooks against their 

Hamptons-based culinary cousins in a battle to 
prove whose griddle is top fiddle.

Part of the annual “Dan’s Taste of Summer” 
gastronomic three-day rassemblement, it’s only one 
third of a dining-focused event triumvirate—but 
while the other Dan’s doings are but merely mellow 
days of tasting, GrillHampton is a competitive meet, 
pitting eight NYC chefs and eight Hamptons chefs 
against each other—and in the process giving guests 
a chance to dine on and judge the proceeds.

A quick review of the challengers taking part in 
this season’s succulent scrimmage-to-be, starting 
with “city folk,” includes Julian Medina, the chef 

and owner of Manhattan restaurants Coppelia, 
Yerba Buena Perry, Yerba Buena LES and the 
Toloache trio (Toloache 50, Toloache 82, Toloache 
Thompson) and PJ Calapa, who oversees the 
kitchens at 212 area-code restos Costata and Ai 
Fiori. Charles Grund Jr., the Corporate Chef and 
Executive Pitmaster of Hill Country Hospitality 
(which includes the Hill Country Barbecue 
restaurants in Brooklyn and Manhattan) is also 
booked to broil, as is Harold Moore, Executive Chef 
and co-owner of contemporary American eatery 
Commerce in Manhattan. Furthermore, Executive 
Chef of the Epicurean Management Company 
Gabe Thompson makes the list to appear (he’s 
involved with such Manhattan spots as L'Artusi and 
dell’anima).

Rounding out the Gotham-
going gastronomic gang, 
Paul Denamiel (Owner 
and Executive Chef of Le 
Rivage in Manhattan) will 
be in the sizzle mix, as will 
Joe Isadora—who, while 
currently devising creative 
burgers at Black Tap in 
Manhattan happens to also 
have some East End roots (he 
was formerly the resident cook 
at the now-closed Southfork 
Kitchen in Bridgehampton)—
and so does Ben Zwicker, the 
Executive Chef of T-Bar Steak 
and Lounge in Manhattan 
(another cook with former 
Hamptons cred, once the 
Exec Chef behind the defunct 
Sienna in East Hampton).

 As for the top “east enders,” 
George Gounelas (chef of the 
Old Stove Pub in Sagaponack) 
has a slot, as does David 
Hersh (chef and owner of 
Rumba in Hampton Bays; 
Hersh has dominated the past 
two GrillHamptons with his 
signature Dominican Ribs, 
which won the competition’s 
“People’s Choice” award in 
2013 and 2014). Michael 
Mosolino, the man behind 
Southampton’s Deli Counter 
is slated to contend, along 
with Arthur Wolf (chef and 
owner of Smokin’ Wolf in East 
Hampton, Peter Ambrose 
(the chef of Endless Summer 
Events Catering) and Chris 
Carrillo (Executive Chef and 
Owner of 1 North Steakhouse 
in Hampton Bays), Tim Burke 
(the well-known Hamptons-
based entrepreneur and 
restauranteur in the 
Hamptons currently 
connected to Backbar Grille 
in Hampton Bays and 
Southampton’s Lobster Grille 

Inn) and Colette Connor 
(the owner and executive chef 
of The Inn Spot On The Bay in 
Hampton Bays).

 Taking place on Friday, July 
17th, GrillHampton starts 
at 8 pm, and is to be held at 
Sayre Park in Bridgehampton 
(156 Snake Hollow Road), 
a spot also long the location 
of the annual Hampton 
Classic Horse Show, found 
just north of Main Street. As 
aforementioned, the food will 
be grilled by the chefs and 
cooks taking the challenge, 
but beer and cocktails will 
also be served. In addition, 
singer Paul Mahos and his 
band New Life Crisis—
one of the more popular 
acts that regularly play the 
Hamptons—will serve as the 
evening’s live entertainment, 
and the scheduled hosts are 
Food Network personality 
Robert Irvine and chef/ 
restauranteur Marc 
Murphy. Who picks the 
eventual winner? That 
responsibility will fall on 
both notable installed judges 
and the digesting guests 
themselves.

 Tickets are sold as general 
admission ($125), but are 
also available as part of 
various packages that connect 
GrillHampton to its sister 
events, the following being 
Dan’s “Tastes of Two Forks” 
on Saturday, July 18th and 
“Harvest East End” a month 
later on August 22nd.

 To purchase tickets or find 
out more about Dan’s Taste of 
Summer, the event website is 
danstasteofsummer.com and 
the contact phone number is 
631-227-0188.

THRILL
 GRILL of the

Written by Ian Shapiro



It’s 2015, and Rumba is now five-years 
going strong. Is it the food? The drink? The 
view? How would you describe the secret 
(or secrets) of your success?

It's a combination of our food and drinks as 
well as the experience our guests have when 
they are here.

There’s that little green bus parked 
outside your spot…do people eat in there?

That's an area where guests can hang out 
before their meal.  It's more of a decoration 
piece.

You’re in Hamptons Bays—a community 
that once featured a ton of nightlife (CPI, 
Neptune Beach Club, Turtle Bay, Foggy 
Google, etc). Do you find that people are 
not just coming by for the food, but for 
evening fun as well? Or (in your opinion) 
has the nightlife scene shifted east...?

Most of our business is before 10pm, so I would 
say yes to the nightlife scene shifting.  People 
seem to come to us as their first stop of the 
night.

Can you tell us what are the big Rumba 
cocktails this summer? What’s the hot 
cooler for Summer 2015?

1. Rumba's Caribbean Rum Punch

2. Rumba's Margarita with fresh squeezed 
juices

3. Our signature Mojitos (try one with fresh 
mango, passion fruit or even watermelon)

Let’s set a scene: it’s a hot sunny August 
Saturday, and I’ve just rolled into Rumba 
for the first time for a sunset dinner…what 
is the dish I need to try? And what’s the 
perfect drink/cocktail to pair with that 
plate?

Start with a double dip and a margarita, then 
get the sunset crab cake salad with a mojito 
and follow it with some ribs and rum punch.  
Then go down to the water sipping on some El 
Dorado 15 year rum on the rocks.

Let’s mix it up: same scenario, except 
I’ve been to Rumba dozens of times, and 
looking to try something new…what dish 
and drink would be new or unexpected?

Try one of the features of the day.

We should talk GrillHampton (where 
Hamptons chefs challenge NYC chefs). The 
event is still pretty new, and it wouldn’t be 
wrong to say Rumba has been dominant, 
winning the “People’s Choice” award 
2013 and 2014 with your spot’s signature 
Dominican Ribs. What do you do to those 
Ribs to make them so champion in caliber?

It's the quality meat and our slow cooking 
process (12 hours slow cook) mixed with our 
blend of herbs and sauce.

Will the Dominican Ribs once again star 
as the 2015 entry?

We want to bring a new dish but it's hard not 
bring back the 2 year champion people's choice 
dish.

GrillHampton—and the overall Dan’s 
Taste of Summer gathering—has quickly 
become an annual Hamptons summer 
highlight, incredibly popular and 
covered well by the media…and Rumba 
has been a returning hit. Has success at 
GrillHampton changed things for Rumba, 
enhancing it in any way?

I'm sure it has!

The Hamptons dining scene, which while 
clearly lauded and well-appreciated, is 
smaller and seasonal when compared to 
what New York City has to offer. Does a 
true foodie need to visit the Hamptons, or 
is NYC enough? What does one miss if not 
making at least one trip to the East 
End to eat?

Out east you will get 
to enjoy some fresh 
seafood straight from 
the docks but I'm 
sure you can get 
that as well in the 
city.  However, 
the Hamptons 
experience being 
on the water 
with fresh air 
can never be 
duplicated.

RUMBA
PUNCH
A chat with Chef David Hersh about his 
restaurant Rumba and things Hamptons

HAMPTONS SPOTLIGHT 
Interview

Located on the water in Hampton Bays, Rumba has made a splash with its menu of 
creative and contemporary take on Caribbean-inspired cuisine—but has also made 
culinary noise by winning big at the Hamptons annual cook-off. David Hersh gives 
details to HM about Rumba dining, as well as some local insight.
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Sweet Spots Cup or cone? One scoop or five? Sprinkles 
or syrup or both? After a day spent in 
the rays of the summer sun, nothing 

can beat the sweet cool of a big whallop of ice 
cream. These four Hamptons mainstays know 
exactly how to serve it up best.

Big Olaf is hard to miss, first because of 
the lines extending far outside its doors and 
secondly because of the sweet aroma of its 
homemade waffle cones filling the surrounding 
air. Who knew an ice cream shop could build 
such a following just on its iron-pressed, edible 
ice cream holders? The shop gets straight to 
business with a big chalkboard 
behind the counter listing the 
flavors, which include some 30 
childhood favorites—rocky road, 
cotton candy, moose tracks—dished 
up in gargantuan portions. Frozen 
yogurt and frozen custard are also 
available for something softer, and 
glass bowls filled with all kinds of 
nut, fruit, and candy toppings are 
very hard to resist, so bring your 
biggest sweet tooth along—and 
some dollar bills, as the store is cash-only. With 
cone in-hand, escape the crowds inside and grab 
a spot on the benches outside overlooking the 
harbor. (8 Wharf St., Sag Harbor)

In East Hampton, Scoop Dujour’s quaint 
storefront and vintage insides are testament 
to its long standing as a Hamptons favorite. 
Freezers are filled with nearly 40 tubs of 
ultra-creamy classics as well as some welcome 
newcomers like black raspberry and toasted 
coconut, and soft-serve machines dish out twirls 
of salted caramel and mocha. For those who 
don’t want to splurge on calories, there’s also 
a range of equally tasty hard yogurts that are 
both fat- and sugar-free and come in flavors 
like chocolate peanut butter. And dairy treats 
are just the start here. Scoop Dujour also has 
a loyal following for its breakfast and lunch 
bites as well as its pastries. Grab a couple of its 

beloved donuts to savor later. (35 Newtown Ln., 
East Hampton)

Since 1920, the family-run Star 
Confectionary has been handed down through 
three generations, and it’s still as delightful of 
an all-American luncheonette as ever, complete 
with white tin ceilings, marble floors, and, of 
course, an ice-cream parlor. Located near the 
Long Island Aquarium in Riverhead, visitors 
often stop in during day excursions or on the 
way in or out of the Hamptons for some delicious 
diner fare, coupled with every manner of old-
school ice cream concoctions. Ice cream sundaes 

and banana splits are picture-
perfect with whipped cream, 
sprinkles, and a cherry on top; egg 
creams in-the-making bubble and 
fizz; ice cream sodas are served with 
a scoop of ice cream hanging off the 
rim of the glass. It’s like a trip back 
in time, and it couldn’t be sweeter. 
(4 East Main St., Riverhead)

With shiny blue and red tiles, a 
menu hanging behind the register 

touting photos of burgers and fries, and a big 
sign out front declaring its name in cartoonish 
letters, John’s Drive-In is as retro as it gets—
exactly the type of place you would expect a 
Brady Bunch kid to cap off a night after a school 
dance. Fish sandwiches and mozzarella sticks 
coming warm from the griddle tops are cheap 
and filling, but the cold treats are the main 
draw here. From the hard ice cream to the soft 
serve and waffle cones, everything is made on-
site and mixed into such marvelous creations 
as super thick malts and shakes, brownie 
sundaes, and regular scoops in flavors such as 
chocolate raspberry truffle, strawberry Oreo, 
and pumpkin. It’s hard to pick your poison, 
but sometimes keeping it simple is the way to 
go, and nothing beats John’s soft-serve cones, 
dipped in chocolate or topped with rainbow 
sprinkles. (677 Montauk Hwy., Montauk)

From the hard ice 
cream to the soft 
serve and waffle 

cones, everything is 
made on-site and 
mixed into such 

marvelous creations

Written By Gabrielle Lipton

Be ca u se n oth in g 

ta stes a s g o o d a s ice 

c re a m in th e su m m e r
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For New Yorkers as well as visitors to the 
city looking for respite from the sizzling 
concrete jungle, there is perhaps no greater 

summer tradition than heading “out of town.” 
While there are many exciting options for day 
trips or long weekends the quintessential summer 
destination for locals and tourists alike is the 
Hamptons. Combining the style and sophistication 
synonymous with the city and the lazy and relaxed 
spirit of summer, the Hamptons are the premier 
spot to cool off during the hotter months of the year. 
Theatre aficionados fear not-- as the hamlets that 
make up Eastern Long Island are also home to a 
myriad of lively cultural offerings. Nowhere is this 
more apparent than Sag Harbor’s Bay Street 
Theater. The intimate performing arts center is 
home to first class plays, musicals and events that 
mirror the quality of anything one could find in 
the city.  With entertaining offerings of everything 
from theater to comedy events including Five 
Presidents, The Darrell Hammond Project, 
Jim Breuer, Al Madrigal, and Paul Reiser this 
summer proves no exception. 

From Emmy-Award winning writer Rick 
Cleveland, known for his work on Six Feet Under, 
The West Wing and current smash-hit House of 
Cards, comes a piercing new comedic drama that 
examines the pitfalls and triumphs of being the 
leader of the free world. Five Presidents sees 
the gathering of four former presidents as well as 
the current president of the United States at the 
funeral of Richard Nixon. In the forced encounter, 
they muse and riff on past grievances as well as 
the challenges and ultimate toll of calling 1600 
Pennsylvania Ave home. 

Fresh off of a critically acclaimed run at the La 
Jolla Playhouse, SNL alum and comedic genius 
Darrell Hammond brings his 90 minute-one act 
show to the Bay Street Theater this summer. The 
Darrell Hammond Project recounts Hammond’s 
harrowing rise from personal trauma to the 
heights of comedic stardom in a “detective story 
of his life.”  Using some of his most beloved and 
spot-on celebrity impersonations, including former 
President Bill Clinton, Hammond weaves together 
a series of raw, emotional, and funny stories from 
his life capturing the ups and downs of life in the 
entertainment industry. 

Another Saturday Night Live alum finds his 
spotlight on stage this summer in the Hamptons. 
In addition to his work on SNL, top comedic 
entertainer Jim Breuer is known for his roles 
in Half Baked, Beer League and for his weekly 
Sirius/XM radio show Fridays with Breuer. He is 
also a regular guest on The Howard Stern Show 
and makes frequent appearances on the late night 
circuit including Late Night with Conan O’Brien 
and Jimmy Kimmel Live. With his off-the-wall 
humor and goofy and lovable personality Jim 
Breuer remains an audience favorite in addition to 
being named one of Comedy Central’s 100 Greatest 
Stand-Ups of All Time. 

Among the heavyweight comedic talent 
headlining this summer in Sag Harbor is dynamic 
storyteller Al Madrigal, a correspondent on the 
Daily Show with Jon Stewart since 2011. With his 
singular fast-paced and rhythmic style Madrigal 
brings energy and joy to his stand-up act which 
has been featured on Comedy Central and John 
Oliver’s New York Stand-Up Show as well as 
Pretend Time with Nick Swardson. Madrigal is 
also an accomplished actor with appearances on 
CBS’s Welcome to the Captain and NBC’s About 
a Boy.  With his charismatic presence and astute 
observations on daily life, Al Madrigal is an 
audience favorite through and through. 

Last but certainly not least, rounding out the 
impressive line-up at Bay Street Theater this 
summer is comedic legend Paul Reiser. In addition 
to his multi-award nominated performance on the 
NBC favorite Mad About You, opposite Helen Hunt, 
Reiser is also the author of the New York Times 
bestselling memoirs Couplehood and Babyhood. 
His illustrious film career spanning decades 
includes everything from Aliens to the Beverly 
Hills Cop trilogy. He was most recently seen in 
the oscar nominated film Whiplash alongside JK 
Simmons and Miles Teller. This July he returns 
to his stand-up roots with side-splitting and smile 
inducing observations on love, life, relationships 
and everything in between.

The Bay Street Theater is located at the corner of 
Main St. and Bay St. in Downtown Sag Harbor. All 
Comedy Club acts are recommended for ages 17+.

LIVEIN SAG
HARBOR

New plays and comedic headliners take the stage in the Hamptons. Written By Kyle Stockburger

Jim Breuer

Darrell HammondAl Madrigal

Paul Reiser



Written by Alexandrea Hanken

C
lassic Americana is everywhere in the Hamptons 
in the summer. Up-and-coming designer 
boutiques appear within old-time store fronts 

in Southampton, historic homes litter the East End, and 
American flags drape from the front of Sag Harbor’s 
American Hotel. While donning your own stars and 
stripes might be better reserved for the 4th of July, 
channeling the Hamptons’ fondness for Americana is 
easy in these quintessentially American brands. 

Polo Ralph Lauren is not only the standard for 
American prep-wear, it is also especially fitting for the 
Hamptons, where actual polo matches are hosted on 
summer Saturdays, and polo shirts and tennis whites 
are ubiquitous across country clubs and golf courses 
alike. It’s no wonder the brand feels Hamptons-inspired; 
Ralph and his wife Ricky spent 
over 40 summers on the East 
End. Wearing Ralph Lauren 
feels like accepting an invitation 
into a lifestyle—his own version 
of the American dream—filled 
with understated luxuries, rustic 
getaways, and distinct elegance. 
The store in East Hampton is filled 
with leather furniture and rugged 
wooden accents, and the clothes 
show a similar contradiction of 
casual refinement. Dockside-
inspired hoodies with nautical 
stripes in navy, white, and red 
are subtly patriotic, while faded 
gingham and plaid bathing suits 
evoke retro vintage hand-me-downs. Expect the classic 
variety of polos and tailored shorts, but don’t miss the 
surprising additions of fun fringed accessories, bold silk 
blouses, and robust outdoor-ready jackets. (32 Main St., 
East Hampton)

The J. McLaughlin design aesthetic is rooted in 
the Golden Age of American fashion—the extravagance 
of the Jazz Age to the effortless class of Camelot. 
With stores in Bridgehampton and Southampton, J. 
McLaughlin’s collections are Hamptons favorites. For 
women, colorful cardigans top pretty tanks and fun 
printed pants, making an outfit that is sophisticated 
without being prissy. Crisp and easy shirtdresses, classy 
wicker accessories, and signature printed tees will have 
you covered from backyard picnics to elegant brunches. 
For men, pima cotton quarter-zips with contrast-color 
trim and lightweight pincord pants are sure to become 

weekend staples. A highlight of the men’s collection is the 
Cruz linen blazer, a beautifully textured lightweight piece 
that comes in four summery shades. An inspired take 
on a summer staple, it is at once tailored enough for an 
outdoor dinner party and casual enough for a crisp sunset 
cruise around the Bay. (12 Jobs Ln., Southampton; 2442 
Montauk Hwy, Bridgehampton)

While Lexington Clothing Co. is actually a Swedish 
company, its entire brand was created around a New 
England aesthetic, and the Spring 2015 collection was 
specifically inspired by the Hamptons. Last year, the 
Southampton store partnered with Amagansett’s Hilaria 
Baldwin to create a Hamptonite Collection, which also 
benefitted local theater landmark Guild Hall. With 
another store in East Hampton, the brand has offcially  

made its entrée into the area that 
long-inspired its designs. The 
company’s home line evokes all the 
charm of a seaside cottage, and the 
fabrics in the men’s and women’s 
clothing lines are equally as breezy 
and enticing. Casual and pretty, 
the women’s collection features soft 
hoodies, gauzy scarves, and casual 
weekend-ready apparel perfect for 
windy Montauk beach-walks. The 
men’s line is stylish and relaxed; 
full of chambray shirts, distressed 
chino jackets, and nautical knits. 
Lexington Clothing Co. has 
mastered the basics, providing 
a beautiful American style to 

outfit your family—and your home. (73 Main St., East 
Hampton; 46 Main St., Southampton)

Named for the iconic American vacation island, 
Martha’s Vineyard, Vineyard Vines is famous for its 
whimsical silk tie designs and easily recognizable whale 
logo. The company seeks to dress for “the good life,” a 
dreamy vision of beachy destinations and adventure. 
While their preppy fashions are crowd favorites at events 
like the Kentucky Derby, their inaugural offerings—ties, 
cotton pants and shorts, polos, and their popular “Shep 
Shirt”—have extended to include a whole new range of 
preppy trends. Beautifully-made and impeccably tailored, 
Vineyard Vines offers an endless variety of summer styles 
to cover you from a day at the Hampton Classic horse 
show to a Friday evening at Wolffer Vineyards. (54 Jobs 
Ln., Southampton; 63 Main St., East Hampton)

STYLEamericana
Four fashion lines that celebrate the American Dream.

J.McLaughlin

Lexington Clothing Co,
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Faded Stripe Tank Top
J.Crew

“The perfect gift for the man 
who has everything.”

Mondaine

Stainless Steel Watch

Mr Porter

“Running around on a
 beach beats going to the 

gym any day.” 

Hentsch Man
Cotton Shorts

Mr Porter

 “Summer is definitely the 
time to wear a color you might 

typical ly shy away from.”

Square-frame Acetate SunglassesMr Porter

Polaroid SX-70
Sonar Camera Kit

Huckberry

Men's Espadrilles
Rue La La

Beer Chiller
Rue La La

Wooden Beach
 Bat and Ball Set

Mr Porter



TO P  I T  O F F

CAPS
Hats off to Josh Reed, 
founder of baseball cap 
stylehouse Gents. After 
developing his own flexible 
interior bands, Reed was 
able to break free from 
the style constraints of the 
rest of the industry and 
focus on creating baseball 
caps with a uniquely 
sophisticated vibe. In 
unexpected materials like 
linen and leather, the 
collection offers caps to top 
off any look, and custom 
designs as well. ($48 and 
up, gentsco.com)

V E R SAT I L E  LO O K S  TO  CA P  YO U R  S U M M E R  ST Y L E

PANAMA HAT
Distinctly summery, 
many famous figures have 
made the Panama Hat 
synonymous with well-
dressed men. J. Crew 
partnered with iconic 
hat maker Paulmann to 
create a classic piece for 
their summer collection. 
No frills—this hat is made 
from lightweight toquilla 
straw, and features a navy 
and red striped band. It 
may not be complicated, 
but isn’t that how summer 
fashion should be? ($65, 
jcrew.com or at stores 
in East Hampton and 
Southampton)

STRAW HAT
Keep the sun off your 
back and channel your 
inner lifeguard with 
Quiksilver’s Pierside 
Straw Hat. The super 
thin material is perfect 
for casting shade without 
added weight, and the 
drawstring was intended 
for those surfers who 
prefer to stay under the 
brim while they’re on 
the water. Although, at 
only $18, we can afford to 
restock if we lose one to 
a stray wave. (Available 
online or at limited 
Quiksilver retailers).

FEDORA
Forget the felt—summer 
fedoras maintain the hat’s 
sleek style in a much lighter 
look. Gucci’s straw fedora 
with leather band won’t 
weigh you down, and the 
color variations in oak and 
navy transform straw into an 
elegant material nice enough 
to pair with a blazer. Made 
in Italy, the hat features a 
subtle woven pattern and 
handiwork so beautiful it is 
more of a statement piece 
than an accessory. ($470, 
Gucci.com)

Written By Alexandra Hankan
www.LauraWhiteRealEstate.com

 “Saunders ,  A Higher  Form of  Realty,”  is  registered in  the U.S.  Patent  and Trademark Off ice.  Equal  Housing Opportunity.

2287 montauk highway, bridgehampton  

laura white
 Licensed Associate Real Estate Broker

Cell: (631) 478-8385  |   LWhite@Saunders.com 

Serving your real estate needs for over 30 years 
with knowledge, sincerity and integrity! 

NEW BRIGHT AND READY FOR SUMMER 2015
9 Bedrooms  |  10 Baths, 2 Half  |  10,500+/- sq. ft.  |  1.6 Acres 

New construction, ocean and reserve views, heated gunite pool with spa, tennis, 2-car garage, finished lower level 
Bridgehampton  |  $10,995,000  |  92DayLilyLane.com

7 Bedrooms  |  5 Baths, 1 Half
5,500+/- sq. ft.  |  1.28 Acres
Co-Exclusive $3,995,000

www.1109HeadOfPondRoad.com  

7 Bedrooms  |  6 Baths, 2 Half
5,500+/- sq. ft.  |  1.44 Acres
Co-Exclusive $4,995,000

www.1103HeadOfPondRoad.com  

6 Bedrooms  |  6 Baths, 2 Half
5,500+/- sq. ft.  |  2.78 Acres
Co-Exclusive $5,995,000

www.1099HeadOfPondRoad.com  

NEW CONSTRUCTION WITH POOL AND TENNIS IN WATER MILL

new construction
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SHOPPING SPOTLIGHT Interview

OLIVER
PEOPLES

The Oliver Peoples brand is rooted in the culture 
of its Los Angeles birthplace, how will that 
translate to the new East Hampton location? 
How does the shop embody the brand and its new 
Hamptons home? 

Well keep in mind it’s a “pop-up” store for the summer 
so the design is very minimal but still there’s some 
elements relevant to Los Angeles. On the back walk we 
created a filmic projection of images from California 
that will give a sense of the lifestyle we live in. The 
interior is totally stripped down and the furniture is 
all vintage Hans Wegner so the look is very clean. In 
the Fall we will do a full build out and have a chance 
to do more.

If you had to categorize the Summer 2015 
Collection into three looks what would they be? 

Refined – like L.A. Coen and Finley ESQ

Bold– like Jack Huston and Sheldrake Plus

Glamorous – Like Annetta and Gwynne

The classic wayfarer frame is a staple of the 
modern man. What trends are taking over in this 
collection? 

We try to address a sophisticated group, so generally 
our customer wants something refined. Of course 
without a visible logo – which we never have – but 
more importantly something that is unique, not 
obvious. In the Summer collection, we’re presenting 
more refined and tailored styles for men, made of thin 
acetate with retro inspired details. The new LA Coen 
style for example, has a soft, round lens shape framed 
by more angular, squared acetate.  These styles come 
in both optical and sun and can make any look seem 
more polished. We recently made 10 custom sunglasses 
for a customer from the same thin, very refined optical 
frame in a variety of acetate colors and paired them 
with amazing different glass lenses. The color pairing 
options are endless - material color greatly impacts the 
style, and can make the same frame look completely 
different.  

What about for the fashion minded females 
looking beyond the aviators? 

The lens in lens category frames Gwynne and 
Annetta are unique and elegant. The different lens 
combinations, such as gradient in a mirror or mirror 
in mirror, are very progressive and the soft colors 
are perfect for the summer. They are lightweight like 
aviators, but make a more glamorous statement.

You’re a guest at an outdoor summer wedding, 
what are the most approporiate decisions when 
picking shades for a sunny day? 

I imagine the men would be in a lightweight suit or 
something similar, so I would recommend a frame 
that’s not too sporty or too big – something more 
tailored with a vintage feel. I’d stay away from bright 
colors or mirrored lenses that feel too casual. For the 
ladies, a soft cat eye or classic oversized glam (think 
Jackie O) style is always a sophisticated choice.

Now you’re looking for something slightly less 
refined, maybe for a pool party…

Unlike the wedding, a pool party is the right place for 
to make a statement.  Our customers appreciate our 
classic aesthetic so within our collections, it can be 
playfully elegant to choose more colorful or mirrored 
lenses for a frame that is classically styled in the Oliver 
Peoples aesthetic.  We offer many options, and color 
can have a great impact. 

It’s common to play it safe with tortoise shell or 
black, what’s available if we’re looking to take a 
risk this summer? 

The color capsule collection uses beautiful jewel tones 
to coincide with the trends for summer 2015. This 
series of sunglasses, inspired by artist James Turell 
and his use of rich deep colors in his instillations, 
inspired the palette of the capsule collection, which 
is three translucent acetate colors paired with vivid, 
color fusion gradient lenses. Bold and vibrant yet 
easy to wear because of the gradient and translucent 
material, the capsule collection is available in the 
Sheldrake Plus and Delray Sun.

Are there any new details we can look for in the 
coming months and into the fall season? 

Yes, but you will have to come to the store and see!
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Born in Hollywood, California, Oliver Peoples embodies the refined, yet relaxed sophistication 
of the West Coast, and this summer they’ve set up shop almost 3,000 miles east. Never relying 

on brand name or logo but rather a passion for a “superior product” Oliver Peoples was built on 
fostering relationships with like minded consumers who appreciate the company’s approach and 
craftsmanship. Lise Tyler, creative director, recently talked with Hamptons Monthly about the 
Summer 2015 collection now available at their East Hampton pop-up-shop. 

(53 Newtown Lane, East Hampton)



Editor's picks

“I’ve had my eye on this 
swimsuit for awhile. Striking 

yet so f lattering.” 
Mara Hoffman

Cutout Swimsuit
Net-a-Porter

Filo Sandal
M.Gemi

Rose Gold Layla Headphones
Frends

“These chic headphones and 
the Bon Appetit Podcast 
have made my train ride to 
work each morning actual ly 

enjoyable!"

Proenza Schouler
PS Courier Backpack

Rue La La

HAMPTONS
FAVORITES

HAND-CHOSEN BY RUE LA LA'S    FASHION DIRECTOR,  JACKIE NASSER

Bocce Ball SetRestoration Hardware
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“I love the southern Italian vibe and the 

fun atmosphere. P lus, you just can’t beat 

the bucatini pasta with sardines."

Osteria Salina Restaurant

Ray-Ban 
Clubmaster Sunglasses

Rue La La

Lemlem
Tinish Striped Scarf

M'oda 'Operandi



U N D E R
C O V E R

TRANSITIONAL PIECES TO TAKE YOU 
FROM BEACH TO STREET

Jumpsuit
Trina Turk’s Viva La Vida jumpsuit might be 
almost as hot as the swimsuit it will cover! The 
playful bold print and super comfy material are 
perfect for summer days on or off the beach, and 
we can’t wait to pair it with a metallic heel for a 
dressier option. ($160, trinaturk.com)

Beach Pants
Alright, we’re willing to just say what everyone 
is thinking: beach pants are really just socially-
acceptable, especially attractive pajama pants, 
right? We’re on board with any trend that combines 
the comfort elements of sleepwear with a look we 
can happily wear all day! Go-to beach brand Cool-
change features a “Nalu Border” resort pant 
with exotic sequins and beading down the leg of 
an otherwise relaxed and flattering fit. The neon 
tassel at the waist completes the Indonesian-
inspired look. You may not wear them to bed, but 
these pants are perfect for your transition from 
beach walk to beach nap. ($176, cool-change.com)

Boyfriend Shirt
The “boyfriend” trend is tricky—treading the fine 
line between channeling menswear and looking 
like your literally wearing your husband’s oversized 
shirt. Montauk’s Surf Bazaar was created with 
the beach in mind, so their clothing always hits 
the target for comfortable beachwear that doesn’t 
sacrifice style. The Dreamcatcher Shirt Dress 
is a cotton gauze version of your man’s favorite 
henley shirt, but sweet shell buttons and a crochet 
“dreamcatcher” on the back add feminine flair. 
($187, Surf Bazaar in Montauk or thesurfbazaar.
com)

Caftan
If you need proof that runway-ready couture really 
has hit the beach, look no further than Emilio 
Pucci’s latest summer collection. Signature Pucci 
prints transform tunics and caftans into ethereal 
gowns, with floaty skirts and plunging necklines. 
If we had to choose a favorite, it would be the silk 
and cotton floor-length caftan with a drawstring 
waist and kimono sleeves. It makes us wonder why 
Fashion Week isn’t held poolside…what’s sa-rong 
about that? ($1450, emiliopucci.com)

Written By Alexandra Hankan
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From William Merritt Chase to Jackson 
Pollock, many acclaimed artists have 
found the East End of Long Island an 

ideal place to live and work. The Hamptons 
has long been associated with the visual arts 
and its patrons, and ArtHamptons -- the area’s 
longest-standing art fair -- is the embodiment 
of that tradition. 

Over 14,000 art lovers attend the 
acclaimed annual event, which brings local 
and international galleries together in 
Bridgehampton to showcase the best in post-
War and contemporary art. Celebrating its 
eighth anniversary, ArtHamptons is holding 
the fair this year July 2 – 5, taking advantage 
of the long July 4th weekend -- the most 
popular weekend of the year for Hamptons 
visitors and the offcial o pening o f t he 2 015  
summer season. According to ArtHamptons 
Executive Director Rick Friedman, “We expect 
to showcase over 1,000 significant works of 
art by some 300 respected artists … We will 
offer valuable must-have treasures for every 
budget.” Artists represented at the fair range 
from up-and-comers to well-known masters, 
including sculptors whose work is shown in a 
one-acre sculpture garden. 

This year, the fair has moved a mile east 
on Scuttle Hole Road to the grounds of a 
sumptuous private estate, which allows for 
both valet and self-parking options on site. The 
exciting Opening Night Preview, benefiting 
East Hampton’s Guild Hall and the Samuel 
Waxman Cancer Research Foundation, 
promises to be a typically glamorous event. 
Kicking off the festivities is First Look, which 
allows attendees to be among the first to 
view and acquire works of art, as they enjoy 
delicious hor d’oeuvres created by Cheffe 
Colette of the Inn Spot on the Bay, and wine 
bars sponsored by Napa Valley’s Sequoia 
Grove. Opening Night continues with a tour 
through a selection of major galleries from 
10 countries, accompanied by complimentary 
wine and specialty cocktails. Here’s where you 
can select your pieces before the fair opens to 
the public on Friday.

The weekend is full of enjoyable and 
informative art-related activities. During 
Friday’s Brunch with Jackson Pollock, Cheffe 
Colette brings to life Robyn Lea’s new book 
Dinner with Jackson Pollock: Recipes, Art + 
Nature (Assouline), by carefully duplicating 
the artist’s recipes for dishes he served guests 
at his 1950s house parties. The buffet-style 
brunch is a fund-raiser for the Pollock-Krasner 
House and Study Center in nearby Springs, 
East Hampton. Later that day New York 
Observer culture editor Alexandra Peers hosts 
the panel discussion “Undervalued Sectors 
of the Art Market,” where you’ll get the facts 
about finding solid investments in today’s 
art market from in-the-know appraisers and 
experts.  That evening, guests will have the 
opportunity to meet many of the fair’s artists.

On Independence Day, Artrageous Fourth is 
a celebration of American-made food and drink, 
featuring whiskey, bourbon, vodka, rye, beer 
and wine from craft distilleries, plus special 
4th of July fare from Cheffe Colette: gourmet 
Texas-style BBQ. Enjoy both from one to eight 
p.m. in the fair’s lovely outdoor setting. Also 
taking place that afternoon: prominent Long 
Island contemporary artist Stan Brodsky, 
one of the country’s master colorists, will be 
recognized with the 2015 Honorary Artist 
award. On view will be a 50-year retrospective 
of his abstract works inspired by the beautiful 
Long Island landscape.  On Sunday, the fair 
concludes with another enlightening panel 
discussion, “Planning Around Your Art 
Collection as an Asset,” which will provide 
valuable advice on managing and protecting 
your collection.

This year’s ArtHamptons, even more 
splendid than usual, offers an impressive 
variety of artworks, gorgeous surroundings, 
plus delectable food and drink. For East 
End art lovers, this is the best possible way 
to celebrate the Fourth. (Lumber Lane and 
Scuttle Hole Rd., 631.283.5505)

ARTHAMPTONS

The Summer’s Biggest Art Event: Bigger and Better Than Ever

Written by Marina Zogbi



ARTIST SPOTLIGHT Interview Brooklyn based modern artist Jeremy Penn 
has left the city for the summer and will 

be The Montauk Beach House’s residence artist 
through the end of July. His work has been 
internationally exhibited, received honors from 
The MoMA and The Met, and in  2011 he was 
selected to represent the United States at the 
global art exhibition Rosafest. The subject of his 
works are commonly pop culture figures with an 
intense focus on the eyes, creating a seductive 
power play between the art and viewer. Hamptons 
Monthly recently got to talk with Jeremy about 
the new collection and working at the Beach 
House for the summer. 

What exactly does it mean to be 
the resident artist? 

To be the resident artist, means to 
draw (pun intended) inspiration 
from the environment surrounding 
the Montauk Beach House. 

Montauk is a bit different than 
working out of Brooklyn! What 
inspired you to leave the city and 
take on this project? 

The polarization of  the man-made g l a m 
of New York City and the natural ethos of the 
East End was something  I was excited to explore.  
It is important to shake things up every now and 
then.

What about your artistry style fits in with or 
complements the décor already in place at 
the well known Beach House?

I wouldn’t say my art fits in nor does it compliment 
the serene aesthetic of the Beach House. My 
paintings are bold & demand the eyes attention. 
People buy my work because they want work 
that screams off the walls. The staff at the Beach 
House couldn’t be any better to work with. They 
empower me to explore and express my vision.

The work in this series reflects your 
interpretation of Montauk, how would you 
sum up what that vision is?

Montauk is a mystical place. I grew up on 
the beaches of Long Island so it is a familiar 
environment to me. Everything from the way the 
water washes up on the sand to the surreal neon 
gradient sunsets, I knew I wanted to capture 

these natural occurrences in my work. For me, 
it isn’t about painting a beach scene; it is about 
emulating the scene. For example, I formulated 
my own paint to the consistency of water and 
poured it across the canvas as if it were the ocean 
washing up on the beach.

In what ways have you noticed the new 
environment influencing your craft?

I have lived in NYC for the past 15 years and the 
urban aesthetic has been a major influence in 
my art. Working out in Montauk has given me a 
chance to be inspired by an environment that first 

shaped who I was as an artist.

Tell us a little about the “Hot 
Lips” tanks that are available for 
purchase at the The Shop.  

“Hot Lips,” which features Brigitte 
Bardot giving her iconic pout, is the 
ultimate image of seduction. She is a 
recurring figure in my work because 
her influence in popular culture 
helped empower women to explore & 
embrace their sensuality. Bardot's 
ability to render a man weak with 

her hypnotic gaze and seductive lips is power. 
The tanks are available for $65 and the men’s 
tees for $75 at Poolside Collective on the property.

In addition to the “le séduction de glamour 
collection” featured, you’ll also be working 
live painting a mural on the poolside wall. 
Did you approach this with a clear vision or 
a more organic mindset? 

It is gonna get interesting when I paint live at the 
Beach House. I have nothing planned and that’s 
how I prefer it. People will see this mural develop 
with a pure instinctual approach. Maybe I will 
even get spectators involved in some way. Fun 
things evolve when you approach things this way.

What’s it like having people watch you 
create? How does it compare to how you 
usually work? 

For me, the painting process is an intimate 
journey. Recently, I have opened the doors to my 
studio to allow people to  share in my experience. 
I love to talk about the work and provide a unique 
perspective into the work from the artist himself. JEREMY PENN
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A destination for Hamptons art aficionados 
for well over a century, the Parrish Art 
Museum has inhabited its spacious new 

Water Mill home for almost three years now. 
The venerable institution, founded by attorney 
and Quaker Samuel Longstreth Parrish in 
1897, contains more than 2,600 works of art, 
ranging from 19th-century landscape paintings 
to abstract contemporary works, with a focus on 
artists who have lived and worked in the East 
End.

 In 2012, the museum relocated from 
its longtime Southampton home to an airy 
double barn-like structure designed by the 
internationally renowned firm Herzog & 
de Meuron, comprising 34,400 square feet, 
including 12,200 square feet of skylit exhibition 
space. Seven galleries are devoted to the 
Parrish’s acclaimed permanent collection 
and three to temporary exhibitions; 
all are illuminated by natural 
daylight, which gradually 
shifts during the 
day and changes 

throughout the seasons, guaranteeing that no 
two visits will be quite the same.  The building, 
conveniently located between the Montauk 
Highway to the south and the Long Island Rail 
Road to the north, was apparently situated to 
take advantage of the famed "Hamptons light," 
believed to have drawn generations of artists to 
the area. 

The Parrish boasts the largest public 
collection of portraits and landscapes by 
celebrated painter and teacher William Merritt 
Chase, who founded the Shinnecock Hills 
Summer School nearby, the first out-of-doors 
art school in the United States. An archive 
h o l d s over 1,000 photographs relating 
t o the life and work of the 

artist, including family 
photos of summers 

spent on Long 
I s l a n d . 

T h e 

museum also contains some 250 paintings by 
realist Fairfield Porter, who lived and worked 
in Southampton, donated by his estate in 1979. 
The collection holds myriad works by other 
artists associated with the region, including 
Thomas Moran and Childe Hassam, in addition 
to paintings by John Sloan and James Whistler, 
and exciting contemporary artists such as Ross 
Bleckner, Elizabeth Peyton, and Joe Zucker.

Through July 26, visitors can view Chuck 
Close Photographs, a special exhibit of the 
artist’s extensive exploration of photography. 
This far-reaching survey presents the full 
range of Close’s photographic works, featuring 
90 images taken from 1964 to t h e 
present. With pieces including 
straightforward black 
and white portraits; 
g i g a n t i c , 
composite 

Polaroids; and small-scale daguerreotypes, the 
show is the first of its scope in the artist’s career.

Other exhibits on view, all from the Parrish’s 
permanent collection, include Art. Illuminated, 
which explores the similarities among works 
of art when viewed together; Esteban Vicente 
and Collage; Drawings by Sculptors; Land, 
Sea, Air, works on paper depicting landscapes; 
Painting Horizons, painters’ portrayals of the 
horizon; Still Life in the Studio; and Face Value, 
a collection of diverse contemporary portraits.

When you visit, be sure to take in the 
building’s expansive outside vista, which 
was as carefully planned as its interior. The 
surrounding 14-acre site was remade into a 
peaceful meadow of grasses and wildflowers, 

with an oak and evergreen hedgerow at the 
northern boundary. A shaded porch 

leading to a large covered terrace 
surrounds the entire building, 

the perfect place to rest, 
enjoy the view and 

contemplate the 
art within. 

East End Mecca      for Art Lovers
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Effectively the gateway to the Hamptons, Southampton is a beautiful and historic town 
that includes “Billionaire Lane,” or Meadow Lane, one of the country’s most exclusive 
addresses.  The shorefront street is home to residents that include Manhattan’s wealthiest 

citizens, and boasts a helipad for speedy trips to and from the Financial District.  But there’s also 
plenty here for visitors, from lush farmers’ markets to cozy bed-and-breakfasts, plus exceptional 
golfing and top-notch spots to drink and dine.  Recreational parks and wildlife sanctuaries dot the 
town, and several pretty ponds offer water views that complement the sweeping, sandy beaches of 
the Atlantic coast.  Best of all, many of the top restaurants, bars and shops are clustered near the 
center of town, making it easy to make a day of it and slip seamlessly from one destination to the 
next.

It’s unusual for a restaurant 
to earn as much acclaim for 
their breakfast as their wine 
list, but Café OSO at the 
Southampton Inn is no 
ordinary restaurant.  Tucked 
cozily inside the Southampton 
Inn, this intimate spot is a 
must for hotel guests and 
visitors alike, serving fresh 
local fare in a comfortable 
setting complete with 
hardwood floors and original 
artwork on the walls – none 
of which outshines their 
gorgeous caprese salad 
with plump tomatoes and 
fragrant basil leaves, though 
the seasonal pool-side 
outdoor dining comes close.  
(91 Hill St. 631.283.1166)

Not far away is Tate’s 
Bake Shop, widely regarded 
as the best bakery in the 
Hamptons.  Owner Kathleen 
King named the shop after 
her father and perfected 
every from-scratch recipe, 
including her justly revered 
butterscotch-pecan and 
white chocolate-macadamia 
nut cookies, herself.  For 
special occasions, custom-
order the Marie Antoinette 
Cake, yellow cake with 
raspberry jam and raspberry 
buttercream, layered with 
chocolate cake and chocolate 
mousse, topped with marzipan 
and apricot jam glaze: there’s a 
picture of this very cake in the 
dictionary next to the entry for 
“show-stopping dessert.”  (43 
N. Sea Rd. 631.283.9830)

Once you’ve stocked up on 
treats, head across the street 
to Southampton Publick 
House, an appealingly rustic 
brewery, tap room and beer 

hall.  Don’t be fooled by the 
casual ambiance, though: 
these guys are serious about 
beer, and are among the 
most famous and successful 
microbreweries in the 
country.  Their award-winning 
Southampton Double White is 
a potent Belgian-style witbier 
with tempting citrus and spice 
notes that make it just right for 
summertime sipping, and goes 

great with their Baja-style 
mussels, which are steamed in 
Double White with jalapeños 
and lime.  (40 Bowden Square 
631.283.2800)

To cool off with a dip, instead 
of a pint, there’s The Bathing 
Club at Capri, a sun-
soaked outdoor pool at one of 
Southampton’s most luxurious 
hotels.  Comfortable patio 
furniture begs you to lounge, 
and the extended hours – from 
8 a.m. until 8 p.m. daily – mean 
you can savor every last ray of 
sunshine.  A swim-up bar and 
poolside food service are also 

available, and for non-guests, 
the pool hosts boisterous 
pool parties throughout the 
summer, so be sure to call and 
see what’s scheduled during 
your visit.  (281 County Rd. 
39A 631.504.6575)

For a more active day in 
the sun, there’s the stunning 
Southampton Golf Club.  
Nestled among the sandy 
dunes and scrub pines of the 

shore, this grassy expanse 
is a welcome retreat for 
amateur and expert golfers 
alike.  The on-site pro 
shop offers lessons and 
demos of top-tier clubs and 
equipment, while the course 
itself welcomes members 
and guests to while away 
an afternoon on the greens.  
There’s also an indoor-
outdoor bar and lounge 
for the less athletically 
inclined.  (1005 County Rd. 
39 631.283.0623)

After working up an 
appetite on the course, relax 
with a comfortable meal 
at Red|Bar Brasserie, 
one of Southampton’s most 

inviting restaurants.  The 
French-inspired bistro décor, 
including potted palms and 
woven chairs, is an appropriate 
backdrop for the technique-
driven fare, which transforms 
local ingredients into 
continental delicacies.  The 
truffled chicken breast with 
mushroom risotto is a stand-
out, complemented by a supple 
bottle of ’09 Chinon from the 
Loire or another selection 
from the smart wine list.  (210 
Hampton Rd. 631.283.0704)

HAMPTONS spotlight on:

Tate's Cookies

SOUTHAMPTON

Written By Leah Blewett
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2 3 4 5 6 7
8

9 10
11 12

14
15

THURSDAY
7:00pm
City of the Sun
The Surf Lodge

8:00pm
Joan Osbourne
Acoustic Duo
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
LHT
Stephen Talkhouse

FRIDAY
7:00pm
The Growlers
The Surf Lodge

7:00pm
The Beach Boys
Guild Hall

8:00pm
Nancy Atlas
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
Hot Lava
Stephen Talkhouse

SATURDAY
5:00pm
Nancy Atlas
Independence
Day Sunset Set
Navy Beach

5:00pm
Chromeo
The Surf Lodge

7:00pm
Junior Brown
Stephen
Talkhouse

8:00pm
Nancy Atlas
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
Hot Lava
Stephen Talkhouse

SUNDAY
5:00pm
Reggae Sunday
Sunset Set,
Winston Irie
and Twister
Navy Beach

7:00pm
St.Lucia
The Surf Lodge

8:00pm
Liz Queler &
Seth Farber
Stephen Talkhouse

8:00pm
A Sondheim
Evening
Guild Hall

10:00pm
Reggae Night with
Inner Roots
Stephen Talkhouse

MONDAY
8:00pm
JD and the
Straightshot. A
Charity to Raise
Money for the
Tyler Project
Stephen Talkhouse

TUESDAY
8:00pm
Jimmy and Jimmy
Duo from the band
Jimmy and the
Parrots
Stephen Talkhouse

WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
Mama Lee, Rose
and Friends
Stephen Talkhouse

THURSDAY
7:00pm
Attic Ends
The Surf Lodge

8:00pm
Robinson Treacher
and Brad Cole
Stephen Talkhouse

10:00pm
Revel in Dmes
Stephen Talkhouse

FRIDAY
5:00pm
Nancy Atlas
Sunset Set
Navy Beach

8:00pm
Junior Marvin’s
Wailers
Stephen Talkhouse

10:30pm
Rubix Cube
Stephen Talkhouse

SATURDAY
5:00pm
Loudon
Wainwright III
Stephen Talkhouse

7:00pm
Marian Hill
The Surf Lodge

9:00pm
O El Amor
Stephen Talkhouse

11:00pm
Reggae Night
Stephen Talkhouse

SUNDAY
5:00pm
Reggae Sunday
Sunset Set,
Winston Irie
Navy Beach

7:00pm
G. Love
The Surf Lodge

9:00pm
Peter Levin Band
Stephen Talkhouse

11:00pm
Reggae Night
Stephen Talkhouse

TUESDAY
8:00pm
A Tribute to Bob
Dylan and the
Band featuring
Complete 
Unknowns and
HooDoo Loungers
Stephen Talkhouse

WEDNESDAY
8:00pm
Inda Eaton
Stephen Talkhouse

LIVE MUSIC July 2-15 HAMPTONS
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DON’T WAIT 
ONE DAY MORE.

BROADWAY’S OIMPERIAL THEATRE 249 West 45th Street 
TELECHARGE.COM | 212.239.6200 | LesMiz.com/Broadway T
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www.restaurantsottosopra.com

Tel: (631) 267-3695

Sotto Sopra
Restaurant
231 Main Street
Amagansett ,  NY 11930

Sotto Sopra features Northern Italian cuisine coupled
with touches of Classic American Steakhouse fare.

Josh Savi, previously of two Michelin star restaurant,
Patrick Guilbaud, in Dublin, Ireland returns stateside
as our Executive Chef, overseeing a versatile menu
consisting of antipasto, primi patti, pesce, carne, as
wwell as classico bisteccheria and piatti laterali per due.

Wood-oven pizzas are served every night, and Sotto
Sopra boasts an original cocktail menu with an
extensive wine list.

Reservations not required but are suggested.

Starting July 1st opened 7 days a week.

Hours

Wed - Sun Open 5:00pm

2 3 4 5 6

9 10
11 12

THURSDAY
7:00am
Poolside Yoga
Ruschmeyer's

5:00pm
ArtHamptons
Lumber Lane
Reserve

FRIDAY
11:00am
ArtHamptons
Lumber Lane
Reserve

12:00pm
Porsche Test Drive
Porsche of 
Southampton

5:00pm
Hamptons
Collegiate Baseball
League
Various Fields

SATURDAY
9:30am
Southampton
Village July Fourth
Parade
Southampton 

11:00am
ArtHamptons
Lumber Lane
Reserve

11:00am/5:00pm
Hamptons
Collegiate Baseball
League
Various Fields

11:00am
Saturday BBQ
The Beach Club
at Gurney’s

9:00pm
Stars Over 
Montauk Fireworks
Umbrella Beach

SUNDAY
11:00am
ArtHamptons
Lumber Lane
Reserve

11:00am
Yoga on the
Terrace
Parrish Art
Museum

2:00pm
Hamptons
Collegiate Baseball
League
Various Fields

Sunday Boil
Reservations
Required
Ruschmeyer's

MONDAY
9:00am
Tennis Clinics
Ross School
Tennis Center

12:00pm
Selfies  And
Portraits of the
East End
Guild Hall

8:00pm
Jim Breuer
Bay Street Theater

WEDNESDAY
1:00pm
Drawing Classes
The Art Barge

5:00pm
Champagne
Campaign
668 The Gig Shack

THURSDAY
9:00am
Tennis Clinics
Ross School
Tennis Center

7:00pm
“Five Presidents”
Bay Street Theater

FRIDAY
3:00pm
Long Island Food
Truck Rodeo
Southampton
Elks Club

SATURDAY
10:00am
Surfside 
Salutations
The Surf Lodge

11:00am
Martha Clara 
Vineyards Tastings
Martha Clara
Vineyards

6:00pm
St. Jude Hope in
the Hamptons
Watermill

6:30pm
Midsummer
The Parrish Art
Museum

SUNDAY
9:00am
Southampton
Farmers’ Market
Southampton
Arts Center

11:00am
Yoga on the
Terrace
The Parrish Art
Museum

MONDAY
10:00am
Art Southampton
Art Southampton
Pavilion

4:00pm
Food Truck & 
Live Music
Duck Walk
Vineyards

EVENTS July 2-15 HAMPTONS
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*not all events included*
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We Invite you to Stop by the Nursery and Explore! 
Bring Your Vision to Life!

Warren’s nursery
779 montauk hwy, water mill, ny 11976
631.726.4767

Clams for Clams
Friday, July 10, 2015

Marine Sciences Center
8 Little Neck Road, Stony Brook Southampton

Our East End waterways are in crisis –  
be part of the solution! Your support will 
build clam sanctuaries and help control 

harmful algae blooms.

Tickets and sponsorships range from $150 to $10,000.

R.S.V.P. required. Call 631-632-8625 or  
visit stonybrook.edu/clamsforclams

Clams for Clams Committee:
Co-chairs: Jennifer and Austin Handler, Nancy and Dan Hebert,  
Noelle-Claire LeCann, Carron Sherry and Rich Hogan, Maureen Sherry and 
Steve Klinsky, Liz and Bob Sloan, Rosalind Walrath

Committee: Nina and Tim Bryan, Marcia Bystryn, Wendy and Robert Cleary, 
Peggy and Rich Gelfond, Stephanie and Steve Hessler, Joan and George 
Hornig, Constance Hunter, Laurie Landeau and Bob Maze, Dorothy Lichten-
stein, Kathleen and Peter Nowicki, Carole and Tim Reed, Bill Ritter, Jane 
and Alfred Ross, Andy Sabin, Michele and Antonio Sacconaghi, Alexandra 
and Eldon Scott, Katie and Dhiren Shah, Susan and John Steinhardt, Dieter 
von Lehsten, Ann Welker

Clams for Clams
Friday, July 11, 2014

A Fundraiser to Help Restore Shinnecock Bay
Your support will build clam sanctuaries to enhance clam reproductive output, increase 

water quality, and help control harmful algae blooms.  Help us turn brown tide blue!

Marine Sciences Center
8 Little Neck Road,

Stony Brook Southampton

6:00 - 8:30pm Cocktail Reception

7:00pm Sunset Cruise on Shinnecock Bay

Clams for Clams Co-Chairs
Lisa & Jack Cowell • Roz & Richard Edelman • Nancy & Dan Hebert • Maureen Sherry & Steve Klinsky • Liz & Bob Sloan

Clams for Clams Committee
Nina & Tim Bryan • Wendy & Robert Cleary • Lisa & Chris Errico • Peggy & Rich Gelfond • Jennifer & Austin Handler •  Joan & George Hornig

Laurie Landeau & Bob Maze • Dorothy Lichtenstein •  Kathleen & Peter Nowicki • Carole & Tim Reed • Jane & Alfred Ross  • Andy Sabin  
Michele & Antonio Sacconaghi • Alexandra & Eldon Scott •  Katie & Dhiren Shah • Carron Sherry & Rich Hogan • Dieter von Lehsten 

Tickets and sponsorships range from $150 to $10,000
RSVP Required by July 7: www .stonybrook.edu/clamsforclams or call (631) 632-8625
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RSVP Required by July 7: www .stonybrook.edu/clamsforclams or call (631) 632-8625
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Holly Dunham | Licensed Real Estate Salesperson |516.658.0421 | holly.dunham@corcoran.com

"The marvel of a Home is not that it shelters and warms a man, 

nor that he owns its walls. It comes from those layers of sweetness 

which it gradually stores up in us. May it form, deep in our hearts, 

the obscure range of mountains from which springs the sources of 

our dreams." 
- Wind, Sand and Stars, Antoine de Saint - Exupéry

Sagaponack Estate on Seven Acres



Here  to  help you  
escape  the  city. 
Introducing the brand new acoustic 
line from D’Angelico Guitars. Available now. 

WWW.DAN G ELI CO G U ITA RS.CO M   

#CHEERSDANGELICO


